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Your course 
outline 

by El Regalo Effective Training Video School

Course in figures:                                                                            
50 hours = 8 modules = 16 weeks                                                       
1 module = 8 lessons x 45 minutes = 6hours = 2 weeks            
4 types of tutor sessions, more than 700 students enrolled              
100% final result 

In this course you will  

->focus on foundational English skills to 
give you a solid base  to grow              

It will help you if you 

->feel you got your English rusty                 
-> define your level as a False Beginner  (it 
means you studied English before but has 
forgotten it or never had any real mastery)                                                                  
->have started to learn many times 
->understand but have difficulties 
expressing yourselves correctly                    
->want to develop your  skills in basic 
English  Fluency                   

After completing this course           
you will be able to 

->master short dialogues for everyday use                                                
->share your opinion & talk about the past                                                                            
->ask for and provide personal details          
->express your feelings and your wishes  
-> conduct simple conversations about 
daily activities 



                              
‣ Develop a basic fluency level through class reading and speaking tasks.   

‣ Improve  fluency through regular practice and speaking drills.  

‣ Create a solid grammar base. 

‣ Expand  vocabulary and work on pronunciation through assignments and role plays . 

‣ Create habits of successful language learners. 

‣ Learn how to study foreign languages with a guaranteed result.  

‣ MODULE 1. Creating a solid pronunciation base.   

‣ MODULE 2. Introducing the global picture of main grammar tenses. 

‣ MODULE 3. Word order: the basics of building a sentence. 

‣ MODULE 4. Asking for clarifying. 

‣ MODULE 5. Common Grammar mistakes. 

‣ MODULE 6. Creating reading and listening powerful habits. 

‣ MODULE 7. Successful Speaking Techniques. 

‣ MODULE 8. Smart Learning Techniques to study English. 
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